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Task 4. Study the two photographs. In 1.5 minutes be ready to compare and contrast 
the photographs:

--   give a brief description (action, location)
--   say what the pictures have in common

--   say in what way the pictures are different
--   say which kind of spending free time you’d prefer  

--   explain why
You will speak for not more than 2 minutes. You have to talk continuously.

 



• Вводная фраза.

• Краткое 
описание 
фотографий (что 
происходит на 
фото и где)

• I’d like to compare and contrast 
these two photos.

• Both photos show us how young 
people spend their free time. In the 
first photo we can see a young 
woman. She is being alone and 
reading a book. In the second 
picture we can see a group of 
friends- two men and two young 
women. They are sitting in a café 
and doing a meal together. 



• Ответ на 
вопрос о 
сходстве 
фотографий

• Ответ на 
вопрос о 
различиях 

     Both photos show us different ways of spending 
free time  being alone or keeping company with 
friends. In the foreground of each picture we can 
see an empty wall.  There are any photos or posters. 
The friends are having a good time, while the girl 
also seems to be interested in her book. 

     The main difference between  the photos is that in 
the one picture we see  four persons,  whereas  
there is just a young woman in the other one. The 
friends are having a lot of fun,  they are laughing 
all. In the first picture the girl is sitting outside, she 
is wearing  a T-shirt  and having a snack  maybe 
potato chips. In the second photo the  persons are 
wearing more official clothes. They are probably 
having  a lunch break in a café not far from the 
office. Their plates are full of  tasty food.



• Ответ о 
своих 
предпочтени
ях

• Обоснование 
своих 
предпочтени
й дано

  

Заключительна
я фраза

• As for me, I’d prefer to spend my free time 
with my friends.

• I’m an outgoing person and have a lot of 
friends.   We meet, go to the cinema or the 
theatre.  Sometimes we  take a trip. However, 
we  lack of time and we can only have a 
dinner together. During such short meetings  
we value every minute - discuss the news, tell 
jokes and laugh a lot. This is always a great 
event that’s why I want to take a photo and 
share my impressions and feelings with my 
friends

• That’s all I wanted to say about these two 
pictures.



THANK YOU FOR 
YOUR ATTENTION


